RANCH RAIL

Revolutionary Black Vinyl Providing Estate Elegance, Durability and
Animal Safety. We have the right design to fit your needs.

BLACKline™hhp is the first BLACK Horse and
Ranch Rail fence designed for high-temperature
performance. Our fencing uses a unique
high-temperature thermoplastic formulation,
holding up to the summer heat with ease. Where
other plastic fences sag and distort, BLACKline™
hhp stays as strong and sturdy as the day it was
installed.
Our experience and knowledge regarding the color
stability of black thermoplastic material have led to
us formulating a black fencing material that
doesn’t succumb to fading or chalking. Our
proprietary blend of colorant and UV inhibitors
makes fading and chalking a non-issue. This
combination of color stability and heat tolerance
makes BLACKline™hhp’s ranch and horse fencing a
unique option in the world of dark-colored fencing
materials. When you choose our fencing, you get a
product that will stand the test of time and look
good as new for years.

DURABLE AGAINST HEAT & HARSH
WEATHER
The proprietary formula behind our vinyl
fences has been tested under extreme heat
and weather conditions — BLACKlineHHP
stands the test, every time.
LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY
Our fences are backed by our limited
lifetime warranty against any rot, drastic
wear, and color fading.
SAFE FOR ANIMALS
The smooth finished surface of our vinyl
remove any splintering or cutting.
MINIMAL MAINTENANCE
A standard garden hose can keep your
fences looking clean and impressive.

CALL US OR WRITE US FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
844-220-9100

info@blacklinehhp.com

DURABILITY
SAFETY
STRENGTH
Fencing systems with
customizable heights and designs
to fit your needs.
Easy to maintain and durable
materials with proprietary
high-temperature performance.

Rail Specifications

Spacing Specifications

1.5 in x 5.5 in x 16 ft. ribbed
0.80 in outer wall thickness
2”
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We crimp or notch both
sides on both ends to
secure the rail into the post.
The triple-rib rail design
provides extra impact
resistance while
maintaining flexibility for
the safety of your horses.
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Post Specifications
5 in x 5 in x .160 in
5”

Rails are 16’ long and designed to alternate
between posts to increase strength. Posts are
placed on 8’ centers. Call for more information
on spacing and sizes.

.160” wall

5”

With gussets in each
corner to ensure superior
strength.

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR FULL CATALOG:
1325 Marietta Ave
Bellingham, WA 98226

www.blacklinehhp.com

